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REFLUENT  MULTIFUNCTIONS  ON  SEMITREES

T.   B.   MUENZENBERGER  AND   R.   E.   SMITHSON

Abstract. The concept of refluent on arcs is introduced for

multifunctions on semitrees. This notion is then used to obtain a

fixed point structure which has as corollaries some generalizations

of known fixed point theorems in arcwise connected spaces. For

example, we generalize: each continuous point closed multi-

function on an arboroid has a fixed point. The final section of the

paper develops the relationships between a number of classes of

multifunctions on nested spaces.

1. Introduction. In [8], L. E. Ward, Jr. proved a fixed point theorem

for continuous point closed multifunctions, and in [9] he characterized

dendroids in terms of the fixed point property for continuum valued

upper semicontinuous multifunctions. Then in [7] Smithson generalized

the fixed point theorem in [9], as well as a theorem of G. S. Young, Jr.

[10], to a class of multifunctions which preserved arcwise connectedness.

Recently, B. En-Nashef proved [6] a fixed point theorem for a class of

multifunctions which included both of the classes studied by Ward.

In [3] Muenzenberger and Smithson introduced the concept of a fixed

point structure and defined the notion of a semitree. Using these ideas

and the inherent partial order structure, they obtained theorems of

Smithson [7], Ward [9], and Young [10] as corollaries to their main

results. The purpose of the present paper is to define a fixed point structure

which will subsume Nashef's theorem [6] as well as many of the other

known theorems. Furthermore, it will be shown that the class of multi-

functions considered here is strictly larger than the class of multifunctions

considered by Nashef. Finally, a number of other relationships between

certain classes of multifunctions will be obtained as well as a characteri-

zation of certain spaces by means of the fixed point property.

2. Preliminaries. Let X and Y be nonempty sets. A multifunction

F:X->-Y is a point to set correspondence (that is, Fix) is a nonempty

subset of F for each x e X). If F is a topological space, the multifunction

F is said to be point closed (point compact, point connected, continuum
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valued) in case F(x) is closed (compact, connected, a subcontinuum of Y)

for each xeX. When both X and Y are topological spaces, we say that F

is upper semicontinuous (lower semicontinuous) if and only if whenever

A<^ Y is closed (open), the set F~1(A)—{x e X:F(x)r\A^0} is closed

(open). A multifunction which is both upper (u.s.c.) and lower (l.s.c.)

semicontinuous is said to be continuous. If A c X, then

F(A) = I) {F(x):x e A}.

A fixed point of F is a point x e X such that x e F(x).

Nashef used the following condition in [6].

Definition. A multifunction F:X^-Y from a topological space X

into a topological space Y is called refluent if and only if for each sub-

continuum K of X and each component C of F(K), F(x)C\C^ 0 for all

xeK.

Nashef observed [6] that any continuum valued u.s.c. multifunction

and any continuous point compact multifunction are refluent [8].

In the following an arc is a continuum which contains exactly two

noncutpoints called the endpoints of the arc. A topological space is

arcwise connected in case each pair of distinct points are the endpoints

of some arc in the space. A space is hereditarily unicoherent whenever A

and B are closed connected subsets of the space, A nB is connected.

An arboroid is an arcwise connected hereditarily unicoherent continuum.

A dendroid is a metric arboroid. Finally, an arcwise connected space is

nested in case the union of each nest of arcs in the space is contained in an

arc in the space. Nested spaces were introduced by Young [10] and have

been studied by several authors [2], [5]. The term arboroid is due to

Ward. D. P. Bellamy [1] has shown that each subcontinuum of an arboroid

is decomposable.

The characterization of a semitree as a certain kind of partially ordered

set is the most convenient for the purposes of this paper. (See [3], [4], [5]

for further information on semitrees.) Thus a semitree is a partially ordered

set (X, S) which satisfies:

(i) there is a least element e e X;

(ii) if x<y, then there is a z e X such that x<z<y (that is, S is

order dense) ;

(iii) for each x e X, the set L(x)={y e X:ySx} is totally ordered;

(iv) if 0 ^ A <= X, then inf A e X;

(v) if 0 t¿A<^ X is totally ordered, then sup A e X.

We state (i) to be explicit. If xSy, we set [x,y] = {z e X:xSzSy}. If

x and y are not comparable, we set [x,y]=[xAy, x]U[xAy,y] where

xAy=inf{x, y}. Further, we define [x,y), (x, y], and (x, y) in the usual

way; for example, [x,y) — {z e X:xSz<y}. If x and y are comparable,
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then xVy=sup{x,y}. If x e X, set M(x)={y e X:xSy}. Then [*,}»] =

M(x)C\L(y) if xSy. The order topology./ for Ais the topology which has

all of the sets L(x) and M(x) for x e X as a subbase for the closed sets.

Note that the sets [x,y] are arcs when given the subspace topology

induced by the order topology [5], [8]. Finally, a chain component of a

set A<^X is a set C<=/í which is maximal with respect to the property:

x,y e C implies that [x,y]<^C.

3. The main theorem. Now let (X, S) be a semitree. We shall need

the following definition.

Definition. A subset A^X is said to be closed [3], [5] in case for

each totally ordered set A0<=A, both of inf A0 and sup A0 are in A.

Next let F: A—>-A be a multifunction on X into X and consider the fol-

lowing three conditions on F:

(1) F is refluent on arcs if and only if foi each arc [x, y] in X with xSy

and for each chain component C of F[x, y], F(z)C\Ctí 0 for all z e [x, y];

(2) F(x) is closed for all x e X;

(3) F is closed under suprema if and only if whenever {xa : a e sé}

and {yx:aejtf} are two totally ordered subsets of X satisfying, {xj

is increasing and yx e F(xCi) for each a e sé, then y0 e F(x„) where

x0=suptt xa and y0 is any -./-cluster point of {ya}.

Notice that (3) implies part of (2).

If 3P denotes the set of arcs in X (i.e., 8P={\x,y]:x, y e X}), and if

J5" is a set of multifunctions on X into X satisfying (1), (2), and (3), then

we shall show that (A', 0, !F) is a fixed point structure as defined in

[3]. To do this we must show that each member of J5" has a fixed point.

Our proof was motivated by the proof Ward gave of the main result in

[8]. So let F:X^-X be a multifunction and define the set J as follows:

J = {x e A: there is a minimal element tx e F(x) O M(x)

and if x < p < tx, then F(p) n [/», tx] = 0}.

The set J is the set of elements in X at which F is increasing in a certain

sense. Note that if x e Fix), then x eJ. <

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that F:X^-X satisfies (2) and (3). If a e X and

Mia)r\F(a)^0, then JnM(a)¿¿ 0. Hence, J^ 0 ■

Proof. Let a e X and let ta e F(a) nM(a) be minimal. Let K=

{p e [a, ta]:F(p)C\[p, ta\jí0} and let x0=sup K. For each p e K, select

yPe F(p)n[p,ta], and let y be any ./-cluster point of {yv} in [a, ta].

By condition (3), y e F(x0). Further, if p e K, then pSyv, and so x0S y.

Lety0=inf(F(x0)r\[x0,ta]).By(2),y0eF(x0).lfx0=y0,thenx0eJr^M(a).

So suppose that x0<y0Sta. Finally, if x0<pSy0, then F(p)d[p,yo] = 0.

Thus Jt~\M(a)¿¿0 , and so J^0 since there is a least element e e X.
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In order to make the proof of the main theorem more readable, we

shall prove one more lemma first. For this we need the following sets.

For each xej, set T(x) equal to the associated points txe M(x)nF(x)

and set

/ = {(x, tx):x eJ and tx e T(x)}.

We partially order ß pointwise as follows: ixx, tx)S(x2, t2) if and only

if xxSx2 and tx<t2 where (x0 tt) e ß for i = l, 2.

Lemma 3.2. If F satisfies (2) and (3), then ß contains a maximal

element.

Proof.    By Lemma 3.1, /, and hence ß, is nonempty. Thus let

V = {(xa,tx):otesS}

be a chain in ß. We may assume that {xj and {/„} are increasing. Let

.r0=supc,xc, and ?0=suptt ra. By (3), t0eF(x0), and since xaStaSt0 for

each a e sé', x0St0. If x0 = t0, then x0ej and (,y0, t0) is an upper bound

for 'ë in ß. Thus suppose that x0<t0. Now if there is a t e F(x0)n[.v0, ?0]

such that A0</<r0, then there is an a esé such that t<tx<t0. But

then Xz<x0Sta and F(x0)n[x0, tf]^0 which contradicts x^eJ. Thus

r0 is minimal in F(x0)riM(x0). Now let

P = {pe (x0, t0]:F(p) n [p, t0] # 0}.

If P=0, then x0 eJ and (x0, t0) is the desired upper bound for ^ in ^

Thus suppose that F#0, and let peP. Then F(p)C\[p, t0]={t0}. For if

there exists aze F(p)n[p, t0), then there is an « e j/ such that xa<pS

z<ta<t0. This contradicts the assumption that x%eJ. Finally, let p0 =

sup P. Then p0eJ and (/»„, f0) is an upper bound for if in (/'. Hence, ^

has a maximal element by Zorn's lemma.

In understanding the proof of Lemma 3.2, it is very helpful to look at

functions on the unit interval. We are now ready to present our main

theorem.

Theorem 3.3. IfFeF, then F has a fixed point. Hence, (X, 0>,&)

is a fixed point structure.

Proof. Let (x0, t0) be maximal in ß and let C0 be the chain component

of F[x0, t0] which contains /0. If x0 = t0, then we are done. If F(t0)ri

M(to)9i0 , then Jr\M(t0)?¿ 0, which contradicts the maximality of (x0, t0)

in ß. Now by (1), F(to)r\Co^0. Hence, let se F(t0)r\C0, and set z0 =

sAt0. Note that z0<.t0 and z0 e C0 since C0 is a chain component of F[x0, z0].

Next let /»„ e (z0Vx0, r0). Then [p0, 'o]cQ> a"d so each member of

lFo' ?o) 'S m the image of some element of [x0, /„]. Further, if p0Sa<t0,
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and if x0SbSt0 is such that a e F(b), then a<b since x0 eJ. Therefore

either F(t0)n[p0, t0) or F~1[p0, t0)r\[p0, r0) is cofinal in [p0, t0), and thus

t0 e F(t0) by (3).

Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion of the relationships

between various classes of multifunctions, we obtain three corollaries

which include theorems of Nashef [6] and Ward [8], [9].

Let X be an arboroid. Then by combining the work of Ward [8] with

that of Bellamy [1], we see that there is a partial order S for X such that

(A, S) is a semitree [5]. Further, each subcontinuum of X is arcwise

connected, and so the concepts of refluent and refluent on arcs are equiv-

alent. Further, a closed subset of X satisfies (2), and an u.s.c. point

closed multifunction satisfies (3).

Corollary 3.4. If X is an arboroid and if F:X->X is u.s.c, point

closed, and refluent, then F has a fixed point.

Corollary 3.5. If X is an arboroid and if F:A—>-A is either an u.s.c.

continuum valued multifunction or a continuous, point closed multifunction,

then F has a fixed point.

Corollary 3.6. If X is an arcwise connected compact metric space,

then X has the fixed point property for u.s.c. point closed refluent multi-

functions if and only if X is a dendroid.

We also obtain Young's theorem [10] in a similar fashion. In fact one

half of the main fixed point structure in [3] is subsumed by the fixed

point structure in the present paper. A technical theorem regarding

multifunctions on semitrees is required to see this, and we omit the

details. Thus part of Smithson's theorem [7] follows from Theorem 3.3.

However, the remainder of the main fixed point structure in [3] is com-

pletely independent of Theorem 3.3.

The concept of closed given above defines a topology 0~c for a semi-

tree X, and the concept of closed under ínfima for a multifunction F: X—>-X

is defined dually to that of closed undei suprema. Then it can be proved

that F is closed under infima and suprema if and only if the graph of F

is closed in Ax A, where XxX has the product topology induced by

T

In concluding this section, observe that there are multifunctions on

the unit interval that satisfy conditions (l)-(3) above and are not u.s.c.

Also there are constant multifunctions on the pinched infinite comb [5]

that satisfy conditions (l)-(3) above and are not point closed.

4. Refluent multifunctions. A nested Hausdorff space (A, 0~) admits

the structure of a semitree (X, S) in a natural way [5] where 0 consists
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of the arcs in X. The topology 0~ is strongly order compatible if X\M(x)

and M(x)\x are 0~ open for all x e X.

Theorem 4.1.    Let (X, 0~) be a nested Hausdorff space. If one of the

following hold:

(a) 0~ is strongly order compatible ;

(b) subcontinua are arcwise connected;

(c) (A, 0~) is an arboroid;

then the concepts of refluent and refluent on arcs are equivalent for u.s.c.

point compact multifonctions.

Proof.    If (a) holds, then connected sets are arcwise connected [5].

Fixed point theorems for nested Hausdorff spaces similar to Corollaries

3.4 and 3.5 follow from Theorems 3.3 and 4.1.

Let !F be the set of u.s.c. point compact multifunctions F:X->-X

where A is a nested Hausdorff space. Consider the following subsets of

SF:
C—the continuum valued multifunctions in !F;

L—the l.s.c. multifunctions in &*■;

LC—the multifunctions in LC\C;

R—the refluent multifunctions in ^;

RA—the multifunctions in J^ that are refluent on arcs;

RAC—the multifunctions in R that satisfy: if x<y,

then every component of F[x, y] is arcwise connected.

The RAC condition was used by Nashef in [6]. The following diagram

shows the relationships among the above sets of u.s.c. point compact

multifunctions. The solid arrows stand for inclusions in the directions

indicated, and the dotted arrows indicate conjectures of the authors.

LC

In an arbitrary nested space no inclusion relations hold between any of

these sets of multifunctions except those indicated in the above diagram.
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Examples can be found either on the unit interval or the cone over a

pseudo arc. For example, let X denote the cone over a pseudc arc A with

top e. Define F:A—*-X by the formula F(x)=A for all x e X. Then

Fe(LCr\RA)\RAC. Let a0eA and define G:X^X by the formulas

G(x)=x if x $ [e, a0], and G(x) = {e, x} otherwise. Then G e RA\R.

The dotted implications do not hold if the space X is merely required to

be arcwise connected or even acyclic.

Establishing the dotted implications in the above diagram would prove

a new fixed point theorem for continuous point compact (continuum

valued) multifunctions on nested spaces. A natural [9] conjecture would

be the following:

Let Abe an arcwise connected compact metric space. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) A is nested;

(ii) A has the fixed point property for u.s.c. point closed multifunctions

that are refluent on arcs;

(iii) X has the fixed point property for continuous point closed (con-

tinuum valued) multifunctions.

Observe that (i) implies (ii) follows from Theorem 3.3 and does not

require that A be compact metric.
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